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Abstract 
Within this six month deployment project[1] we have concentrated on taking forward the ideas and 
systems developed in a number of initiatives in which UKOLN has been involved, chiefly among these 
the EU-funded DESIRE[6] and SCHEMAS projects[7], the UK MEG Registry project[15] and the 
Dublin Core Metadata Initiative[5].   All of these projects explored approaches to declaring and sharing 
metadata vocabularies using RDF Schemas[18]. We have adapted software for a metadata vocabulary 
registry to serve as an ontology server which can be queried by agents on the Agentcities.NET network.  
The contents of the server comprises metadata vocabularies which may be regarded as simple forms of 
ontology. 
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1 Introduction 
This is a report on the work carried out between 1st September 2002 and 28th February 2003 
at UKOLN, as part of the European Commission funded 5th Framework IST project 
Agentcities.NET [4].  UKOLN was awarded a grant under the Deployment support program, a 
"series of grants to support independent new innovative exploratory work related to the 
Agentcities.NET network. The intention is to enable members to connect their existing or new 
agent systems to the Agentcities network and carry out exploratory mini-projects - leading to 
innovative ideas, technology development and new larger scale collaborative projects."  
 
UKOLN [3] is a centre of expertise in digital information management, providing advice and 
services to the library, information, education and cultural heritage communities.  UKOLN is 
involved in many standardization activities, including the Dublin Core Metadata Initiative 
(DCMI)[5]; the Research and Development team at UKOLN has taken part in several EU 
projects including DESIRE[6] and SCHEMAS[7].    
 
The aim of this project is to investigate the support of automated querying of metadata 
vocabularies by agents, to acquire the semantics associated with specific metadata terms.  
The approach taken is that of using a registry within which metadata vocabularies are 
expressed and through which they are communicated.  In a registry environment, individual 
terms as well as whole vocabularies can be investigated by agents.  The registry supports the 
discovery, sharing and re-use of vocabularies, facilitating the convergence of vocabularies (or 
ontologies), in particular for specific domains.  The hope is that alignment in this way will 
improve the prospects of interoperability of systems in specific sectors. 
 
2 Ontologies and Metadata Vocabularies 
Ontologies provide a common vocabulary of an area and define, with different levels of 
formality, the meaning of the terms and the relations between them.  They aim to capture 
domain knowledge in a generic way and provide a commonly agreed understanding of a 
domain, which may be reused and shared across applications and groups [10]. Ontologies 
are used by people, databases, and applications that need to share domain information. 
There are several other definitions and typologies of ontologies; for an overview [10, 11] are 
good sources.  Some definitions may follow from the way that ontologies are built and used; 
distinctions are made between lightweight and heavyweight ontologies, where taxonomies are 
considered to be one of the former, whereas the latter kind of ontologies would be expected 
to include axioms.  For example Sowa [12] defines a terminological ontology as "an ontology 
whose categories need not not be fully specified by axioms and definition".  WordNet [27] is 
an exmple of such an ontology.  Other distinctions are based on the kind of languages used 
to implement ontologies, such that some ontologies are rigourously formal if they are defined 
in a language with formal semantics, theories and proofs (e.g. of soundness and 
completeness).  Others are only highly informal being expresssed only in natural language.  
Some ontologies are intended to be reusable across domains but several are specific to a 
domain. 
 
Knowledge in ontologies is mainly formalized using five kinds of components: classes, 
relations, functions, axioms and instances.  For a description of these components refer to 
[10].  However, in this project we are concerned with only a specific type of simple ontology, 
referred to in the SCHEMAS project as a vocabulary[13]: 
"In our usage, the term evokes a semantically rich dictionary environment, with pointers to 
related terms – more than just a flat word list. (Another common synonym for “vocabulary” is 
“element set”. Similarly, though we prefer to speak of metadata "terms", the term "elements" 
is a close synonym.) "  
 
Further, the SCHEMAS project developed the notion of an Application Profile[9] which is a type of 
metadata vocabulary that draws on canonical vocabularies and customizes them for local use.  The 
precise use of the terms vocabulary and  application profile and how they are  modeled in our work will 
be expanded on in section 3.1. 
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2.1 Ontology Description Languages 
Semanticweb.org [25] provides an encapsulation of the history of the representation of 
ontologies on the Web.  More recently the OWL Web Ontology Language[22] is being 
designed by the W3C Web Ontology Working Group[19] in order to provide a language that 
can be used for applications that need to understand the content of information instead of just 
understanding the human-readable presentation of content. OWL facilitates greater machine 
readability of web content than XML, RDF and RDF Schema[18] by providing an additional 
vocabulary for term descriptions. The OWL language is a revision of the DAML+OIL web 136 
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ontology language incorporating learnings from the design and application use of 
DAML+OIL[36]. 
2.1.1 RDF Schema 
The Resource Description Framework (RDF) is a general-purpose language for representing 
information on the Web.  The RDF Schema specification [18] describes how to use RDF in 
order to describe RDF vocabularies.     
2.1.2 DAML+OIL 
DAML+OIL [21] is a semantic markup language for Web resources. It builds on earlier W3C 
standards such as RDF and RDF Schema, and extends these languages with richer 
modelling primitives. DAML+OIL provides modelling primitives commonly found in frame-
based languages.   A DAML+OIL knowledge base is a collection of RDF triples. DAML+OIL 
prescribes a specific meaning for triples that use the DAML+OIL vocabulary 
2.1.3 DAML+OIL 
The Web Ontology Language OWL [22] is a semantic markup language for publishing and 
sharing ontologies on the World Wide Web. OWL is developed as a vocabulary extension of 
RDFS and is derived from the DAML+OIL Web Ontology Language[21].  OWL is a language 
for defining and instantiating Web ontologies.  Different subsets of the OWL language are 
defined, to suit different uses.  OWL has been designed for maximal compatibility with RDF 
and RDF Schema, and an OWL ontology is represented as a set of RDF triples. 
2.1.4 RDFS(FA) 
RDFS(FA)[28] as a sub-language of RDFS introduces a Fixed layered metamodeling 
Architecture to RDFS, based on a relatively standard model-theoretic semantics. Therefore, 
first order languages, like DAML+OIL and OWL, can be built on top of both the syntax and 159 
semantics of RDFS(FA). On the other hand, all RDFS(FA) statements are still valid RDFS 
statements, since RDFS(FA) imposes the restriction of stratification on the syntax of RDFS. It 
is intended to address the 'dual-roles' problem in RDF. 
160 
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RDFS(FA) is designed to be a clean schema layer language (as a sub-set of RDFS), such 
that  
 
• it is easy to understand and to use 
• first order logics (e.g. DAML+OIL and OWL/DL) can be built on top of both its syntax 
and semantics 
167 
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RDFS(FA) is a Semantic Web schema language introducing a UML-like metamodeling 
architecture to RDFS. Built-in modelling primitives of RDFS are stratified into different strata 
(or layers) of RDFS(FA), so that certain modelling primitives belong to certain stratums 
(layers). The semantics of modelling primitives depend on the stratum they belong to. All 
these strata form the metamodeling architecture of RDFS(FA). Theoretically there can be 
infinite number of layers in the metamodeling architecture, while in practice, four layers are 
usually described:  
Stratum 0 (Instance Layer) 
Stratum 1 (Ontology Layer) 
Stratum 2 (Language Layer) 
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3 Ontology Servers and Metadata Registries 
As used in the SCHEMAS Project, the term "registry" refers to a database that harvests 
various types of metadata vocabularies from their maintainers over the Web. In response to 
queries, such a registry should provide term-level documentation of definitions and usage 
along with contextual annotations. It should in effect function as an indexing engine for 
dynamically updating, merging, and serving up a large corpus of definitions for metadata 
terms. The context for such a registry is the notion of a Semantic Web where anybody or any 
organisation can declare a metadata vocabulary and assert a relationship between that 
vocabulary and any other vocabulary on the Web. 
3.1 The SCHEMAS Metadata Registry 
The SCHEMAS project developed a metadata registry which was implemented using the 
EOR toolkit (Extensible Open RDF toolkit)[37].   An RDF approach offered the potential of a 
scaleable system based on a common data model (RDF) both for the schema and for the 
database.   The project was looking towards implementation of a repository which would be 
populated with schemas harvested directly from their maintainers in an open Web 
environment. However, at that time software tools for such a solution proved immature and 
required a level of development effort beyond that available to the project. In addition the 
chosen standard for schema specification (RDF Schema) was itself still under development, 
and conventions for expressing metadata schemas, in particular Application Profiles[9], were 
still to emerge.  
 
The primary motivation for the work on the SCHEMAS Registry "has been to help humans 
find out about metadata terms in use -- their official definitions, local variations and 
extensions, and the various schemas in which they are embedded. The purpose is to help 
designers of information services discover metadata terms that have already been created or 
standardized by others and align their own schemas with those of related information 
providers." [8].  However, the longer-term goal was "to build a corpus of machine-
understandable schemas that can be accessed and processed directly by various software 
applications" [8]. 
3.2 BT’s Ontology Server 
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The BT Ontology Server [31] is part of the Agentcities.RTD initiative.  The Agentcities 
Ontology Service is an agent and web application for managing and accessing DAML+OIL 
ontologies and can be accessed by agents using open standards (the Agentcities 
interoperability stack). This allows ontologies to be created, managed and shared by agents 
[32]. 
3.3 The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative’s Registry 
The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative is an open forum engaged in the development of 
interoperable online metadata standards that support a broad range of purposes and 
business models. The overall goal of the DCMI Registry Working Group[35] is the 
development of a metadata registry providing authoritative information regarding the DCMI 
vocabulary and the relationship between terms in that vocabulary.   The group aims to provide 
an operational registry with both user and machine interfaces over a phased development 
period, with the aim of supporting acceptance and use of the DCMI vocabulary and providing 
an authoritative source of information [35]. Work in this initiative is ongoing. 
3.4 Other Initiatives 
Other intiatives within the areas of ontologies, ontology representation, storage and exchange 
have undertaken reviews of repositories of ontologies: 
 
• The OntoWeb Technical RoadMap [10] reported on repositories of ontologies, listing 
some of the 'best-known repositories'.  The ontology repositories that are described 
include those in which ontologies are implemented in DAML, Ontolingua and SHOE. 
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• More recently, the SWAD Europe Project reviewed RDF storage systems [20] including 
ones that may include schema and ontological data such as RDF Schema and 
DAML+OIL. 
 
The DAML Repository [30] is a web-accessible catalogue of ontologies expressed in DAML. 
3.5 The MEG Registry 
The Metadata for Education Group (MEG)[14] was formed following a meeting of key UK 
stakeholders and serves as an open forum for debating the description and provision of 
educational resources at all educational levels across the United Kingdom. This group seeks 
to reach consensus on appropriate means by which to describe discrete learning objects in a 
manner suitable for implementation in a range of educational arenas.   
 
Preceding work undertaken in the DESIRE[6] and SCHEMAS[7] projects provided the basis 
for the MEG Registry Project[15], which adopted a slightly modified data model as described 
in the Appendix.   The aim of the MEG registry is to provide implementers of educational 
systems with a means to share information about their metadata schemas and to re-use 
existing schemas. The benefit being a saving of time and effort currently spent in researching 
existing schemas and in re-inventing schemas. 
 
In the next few sections we describe in some depth the models and definitions employed in 
the MEG Registry project as they have provided the framework for our work. 
3.5.1 The MEG Registry model of metadata vocabularies 
The registry is based on the following model of metadata vocabularies or element sets: 
 
Element Sets are owned and maintained by Agencies. Element Sets are made up of 
Elements. An 
Element Usage may:  
• introduce constraints on the value of an Element by associating it with one or more 
Encoding Schemes;  
• introduce constraints on the obligation to use an Element (e.g. make its use 
mandatory) or the occurrence of an Element (e.g. whether it is repeatable);  
• refine the semantic definition of an Element to make it narrower or more specific to 
the application domain.   
Encoding Schemes constrain the value space of Elements.  An Application Profile defines 
a set of Element Usages of Elements drawn from one or more Element Sets. 
 
The registry holds information on each of the entities and their relationships: 
• Element Sets (i.e. on the Element Sets as units, rather than on their constituent 
Elements), including information on their intended scope/area of use and their 
relationship to other Element Sets;  
• the Elements which make up those Element Sets, including information on the 
semantics of the Elements and their recommended usage, and any semantic 
relationships to other Elements in this or other vocabularies (e.g. the relationship 
described by the DCMI concept of "element refinement" or by RDF Schema as a 
"sub-property" relation)  
• Application Profiles, including information on their intended scope/area of use and 
their relationship to other Element Sets and Application Profiles;  
• the Usages of Elements which make up those Application Profiles, including the 
Element used, any prescription of Encoding Schemes, and other constraints on 
element use;  
• Encoding Schemes, which constrain the value space of Elements, including 
information on their intended scope/area of use; where an Encoding Scheme takes 
the form of an enumerated list, the values prescribed by that Encoding Scheme may 
be recorded;  
• the Agencies who own/create/maintain Element Sets, Application Profiles, and 
Encoding Schemes 
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Diagrammatically, the relationship between the entities that are represented in the registry is 
modelled as follows (a more formal description is available in the Appendix). 
 
 
 
The Meg Registry is implemented as a server based on the RDF toolkit, Redland [16]. The 
information about the above entities and their relationship is stored and made available in 
machine-processible format as RDF schemas. The existing registry API is developed in Perl 
and supports functions such as querying of the registry through an HTTP interface. The 
project also provided a tool that could support the creation and submission of metadata 
schemas in a distributed way, in particular promoting the re-use of elements and encoding 
schemes as described in [17]. 
 
The registry can be queried either through the schema creation tool so as to identify elements 
and encoding schemes for re-use, or directly through the HTTP APIs.  One of the interfaces 
was intended for browsing and searching through a web browser, and returns HTML encoded 
representations of the structures and relationships of the element sets and related entites, 
which support easy navigation through the registry.  Thus each of the entites (agency, 
element set, element, application profile, element usage and encoding schema) can be either 
searched or browsed and the relationships can be explored.  
 
A second interface supports queries to search against element sets and encoding schemes, 
and returns RDF-encoded data. 
m 
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4 The UKOLN Ontology Server 
Recently, we have extended the work done in the MEG Registry project to re-deploy the 
interfaces to the registry within an agent environment, namely the Agentcities.NET[1].  The 
existing registry software stores information pertaining to metadata vocabularies and provides 
an interface for interacting with the information.   We have thus transitioned from a human-
centric to an agent-centric environment.    
 
We have deployed the MEG Registry software within an agent-enabled environment, 
mediating communication to the registry of schemas through an agent.  The schemas (or 
element sets) are modelled within the Server as outlined in previous sections and in the 
Appendix.  Exploration of the element sets is organised around the categories described by 
the model, (i.e. agency, element, element set, application profile, encoding scheme and 
element usage).  
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4.1 Web Interface 
Independent of the agent interface, the Server can also be explored through a web interface, 
which is linked from the web page: http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/agentcities/. 
 
The following screen shots illustrate browsing of the Server using a web browser: 
 
 
Figure 1: The starting page for exploring the Server 
 
 
Browsing a category reveals a list of all the resources of that class, with links to further detail 
 
 
Figure 2: Browsing the list of all element sets in the Server 
 
When browsing a specific resource, the details from the RDF description of that resource are 
displayed, 
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as well as links to related resources. 
 
Figure 3: Looking at the details of a specific element 
 
4.2 The UKOLN Agent Platform 
Our implementation work has been carried out using the JADE agent platform.   JADE is one 
of the recommended platforms for developing agent systems.  It is a software development 
platform aimed at developing multi-agent systems and applications conforming to FIPA 
standards for intelligent agents.  It includes two main products, a FIPA-compliant agent 
platform and a package to develop Java agents.  JADE has provided the environment within 
which to deploy the ontology service and for building agents. 
 
Our platform has been registered with the platform directory at www.agentcities.net.  Our 
platform name is ukoln.agentcities.net[2]. 
4.3 Overview of functionality 
The Server Agent runs on the UKOLN agent platform and communicates with the Server 
using the Server API (over HTTP).  It retrieves information on element sets and returns this 
information in response to requests from other agents. 
 
We have modified the APIs from the MEG Registry software to support search and browse 
functions against agency, element set, element, application profile, element usage and 
encoding scheme.  Results are returned as RDF-encoded data, rather than HTML.  This is 
possible since the native store of the Server stores the element set descriptions as RDF, and 
uses the Redland RDF toolkit within the HTTP APIs. 
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The Server Agent and two examples of requester agents are now described. 
4.3.1 The Server Agent 
The Server Agent can carry out search and browse requests on behalf of other agents, and passes on the 
results from the Server to the requester agents.   
 
Search 
Searches are carried out within a specific category (e.g. agency or elements) and the search term is 
matched with any part of the text between the RDF tags making up a description.   If a part of the 
description matches, the whole description for that resource is returned in the result set.  When the 
description is that of an element, the description of the associated element set is also presented.   
 
Browse 
Using the browse function, either a whole category is explored, or a specifically named 
resource from a category is specified.  The RDF descriptions for all the resources in a 
category, or for a single resource are returned respectively. 
 
Examples of the RDF (returned in response to both of these kinds of queries) are illustrated in 
the following sections. 
 
Implementation 
Behaviours 
The Server Agent is implemented using one behaviour.  This behaviour is cyclic and will wait 
for a message with a REQUEST performative.  On receiving such a message, the behaviour 
1. extracts components of the request (using an ontology) 
2. constructs a URL from the request 
3. connects to the Server using the URL 
4. reads the response from the Server 
5. places response into a reply message 
 
Basic error checking is performed.  Incorrect content or an unexpected performative will result in a 
NOT_UNDERSTOOD message being returned to the sender.  At present, other error conditions are 
simply caught within the Java exception mechanism and reported on the System.err stream. 
 
Thus the behaviour deals with one request at a time, sending a reply before attending to the 
next request message in the agent queue. 
 
Ontology Repository 
Server API 
Agent Platform 
Server 
Agent 
Other 
Agent 
Other Agent Platform 
Other 
Agent 
Fig 
4. 
Deployment of the 
ontology server software 
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A more complex model of behaviour, for example starting a new agent or behaviour to deal with each 
request, was unnecessary at this stage, given the simple functionality of the Server and the agent.  In a 
service level Server, the issue of how to deal with a large number of requests in a responsive manner 
would become important.  The performance of a large Server capable of complex querying would also 
have to be taken into account, but to date such registries are largely an unknown factor. 
4.3.2 Server Ontology 
We have defined a simple ontology (ServerSearchOntology) in which requests to the Server 
Agent can be expressed. This ontology is intended to encapsulate the simple kinds of 
requests supported by the Server that we have experimented with, and is not intended to be 
an exhaustive or comprehensive ontology for all the kinds of queries that schema registries 
should or could support. 
 
The ontology consists of two Action concepts, ReturnSearchResults and ReturnBrowseResults.  The 
ReturnSearchResults action emulates a search request through a web browser; ReturnSearchResults has 
a searchRequest, made up of a Scope and a searchTerm.  The scope limits the search for the 
searchTerm (which is a string) to one of the categories (agency etc.). ReturnBrowseResults emulates 
the browsing action carried out through the web browser.  Thus a browseRequest takes a Scope (one of 
agency, element set, element, application profile, element usage and encoding schema) and a specific 
resource URI.  The resource URI identifies a specific instance of the entity (e.g. a particular agency) 
and if a specific resource URI is specified in the browse request, the RDF description for that resource 
alone is returned. 
If no resource URI is specified, the RDF descriptions of all the instances of that category are 
returned in a list (e.g. all the agencies are listed).  The examples illustrate this behaviour. 
 
Examples 
Example 1: An encoding of a search request for the term "network" within the scope 
"agency": 
430 
431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
 
( 
(action  
(agent-identifier :name UKOLNServer@solo.ukoln.ac.uk:1099/JADE)  
(ReturnSearchResults   
(Search   :Scope agency    :SearchTerm network) 
) 
) 
) 
 
The RDF description of an agency with the term resource in its name is returned: 
 
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://purl.org/rdn/RDN/"> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>Resource Discovery Network</reg:agencyName> 
    <reg:agencyHomepage rdf:resource="http://www.rdn.ac.uk/"/> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
Example 2: A search for the term "audience" in the element category .  452 
453 
454 
 
( (action 
(agent-identifier :name UKOLNServer@solo.ukoln.ac.uk:1099/JADE) 
(ReturnSearchResults  
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
 (Search : Scope element : SearchTerm audience) 
) 
) 
) 
 
This search finds two elements.  In the first element the search term 'audience' is found within the 
useComment tag.  The second element is the Audience element in the Dublin Core (The search term is 
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464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
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485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 
503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
highlighted here for emphasis). Both these elements are part of the Dublin Core Terms element set and 
the description for the element set is returned at the end. 
 
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://purl.org/dc/terms/mediator"> 
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-
ns#Property"/> 
    <rdfs:label>Mediator</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:comment>A class of entity that mediates access to the resource and 
for whom the resource is intended or useful.</rdfs:comment> 
    <reg:useComment>The audience for a resource in the education/training 
domain are of two basic classes: (1) an ultimate beneficiary of the resource 
(usually a student or trainee), and (2) frequently,             an entity 
that mediates access to the resource (usually a teacher or trainer).  The 
mediator element refinement represents the second of these two 
classes.</reg:useComment> 
    <rdfs:subPropertyOf rdf:resource="http://purl.org/dc/terms/audience"/> 
    <reg:isElementOf 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/elementS
et/dcterms"/> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://purl.org/dc/terms/audience"> 
    <rdf:type rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-
ns#Property"/> 
    <rdfs:label>Audience</rdfs:label> 
    <rdfs:comment>A class of entity for whom the resource is intended or 
useful.</rdfs:comment> 
    <reg:useComment>A class of entity may be determined by the creator or 
the publisher or by a third party.</reg:useComment> 
    <reg:isElementOf 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/elementS
et/dcterms"/> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
<rdf:Description 
rdf:about="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/elementSet/
dcterms"> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/ElementS
et"/> 
    <dc:title>The Dublin Core Terms Element Set</dc:title> 
    <dcterms:created>2000-07-11</dcterms:created> 
    <reg:status>DCMI recommendation</reg:status> 
    <dc:description> 
 
The Dublin Core metadata vocabulary is a simple vocabulary intended to facilitate discovery 
of resources. 
 
  </dc:description> 
  <reg:responsibleAgency 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/agency/d
cmi"/> 
    <reg:xmlNamespacePrefix>dcterms:</reg:xmlNamespacePrefix> 
    <reg:specification 
rdf:resource="http://dublincore.org/usage/terms/terms-latest.html"/> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
Example 3:A browse request for the whole of the agency category (no Resource URI is 
given) 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
 
( 
(action  
(agent-identifier :name UKOLNServer@solo.ukoln.ac.uk:1099/JADE) 
(ReturnBrowseResults  
 (Browse  :Scope agency  :Resource "") 
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529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 
575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
) 
) 
) 
 
Returns a list of all the agencies (descriptions encoded in RDF)  
 
<rdf:Description 
rdf:about="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/agency/iso"
> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>International Standards Organisation</reg:agencyName> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
<rdf:Description 
rdf:about="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/agency/lc"> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>Library of Congress</reg:agencyName> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
  <rdf:Description 
rdf:about="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/agency/meg"
> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>Metadata for Education Group</reg:agencyName> 
    <reg:agencyHomepage 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education"/> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
  <rdf:Description 
rdf:about="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/agency/oclc
"> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>OCLC</reg:agencyName> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
<rdf:Description rdf:about="http://purl.org/rdn/RDN/"> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>Resource Discovery Network</reg:agencyName> 
    <reg:agencyHomepage rdf:resource="http://www.rdn.ac.uk/"/> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
 (elided) 
 
  <rdf:Description 
rdf:about="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/agency/dcmi
"> 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative</reg:agencyName> 
    <reg:agencyHomepage rdf:resource="http://dublincore.org/"/> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
  <rdf:Description 
rdf:about="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/agency/w3"> 
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594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
    <rdf:type 
rdf:resource="http://www.ukoln.ac.uk/metadata/education/regproj/reg/Agency"/
> 
    <reg:agencyName>World Wide Web Consortium</reg:agencyName> 
  </rdf:Description> 
 
 
Example 4: A browse request for a specific resource (http://purl.org/dc/terms/MESH/) from the 
encoding scheme category. 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
 
( (action  
(agent-identifier :name UKOLNServer@solo.ukoln.ac.uk:1099/JADE) 
(ReturnBrowseResults  
  (Browse  :Scope encodingscheme  :Resource 
http://purl.org/dc/terms/MESH) 608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 
647 
648 
649 
650 
) 
) 
) 
4.4 Interrogating the Server Agent 
We have implemented two examples of Requester Agents, both of which are driven by a human user 
and make requests to the Server Agent.  These two agents use the ServerSearchOntology to 
communicate requests to the Server Agent, and display the response returned by the Server.  Results to 
queries are contained within the content slot of an INFORM message from the Server Agent, and 
consist of RDFS descriptions.  Thus the ontology is only used to communicate requests; responses are 
simply wrapped up in the content slot of the message. 
4.4.1 The GUI Agent 
This agent presents the user with a graphical interface implemented with Java Swing.  This is realized 
through two classes: 
ServerAgentGui class extends the Swing JFrame class, and defines the appearance 
of the interface;  
ServerGuiAgent class extends the Jade GuiAgent class, and defines the behaviours 
that are instantiated in response to user actions at the interface. 
Each instance of the Agent class is associated with one instance of the Gui class (and vice versa). 
 
The appearance of the interface is shown in Figure 5.  It contains the following main 
components: 
• a pull-down list of categories  
• a button for triggering the display of a whole category (the latter obscured in the first 
screenshot) 
• a text entry for resource URIs, and an associated  button for displaying; 
• a text entry for search terms, with an associated search button 
• a display area for results 
 
After selecting a category, the user can then choose to browse the whole category, or to enter a resource 
URI for a known resource.  Alternatively, the search box can be used to interrogate the Server.  The 
three tasks that the interface supports reflect the kinds of requests that can be expressed in the 
ServerSearchOntlogy: 
  
The ServerAgentGui class implements ActionListener; on Action events, the handler 
(ActionPerformed) invokes the JADE postGUIEvent method to communicate with the 
ServerGuiAgent class; this is the path by which user actions on the interface trigger 
behaviours in the agent. 
 
Within the agent, the onGuiEvent method handles the events from the interface (invoked 
through postGuiEvent).  A message is built (using the ServerSearchOntology) corresponding 
to the action invoked; the message is sent using a SenderBehaviour (which extends 
OneShotBehaviour).  A cyclic behaviour listens for response messages from the ServerAgent 
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669 
670 
671 
and when an INFORM message arrives, it invokes a displayResults method in the gui, so that 
the content of the message (containing RDF-encoded descriptions) is displayed (Figure 6). 
 
The interface has been design to support one outstanding request at a time.  In theory 
multiple requests could be launched before the first response arrives, and at present there is 
no control to prevent this.  In practice the system response is sufficiently fast that no major 
control is required at present to synchronise requests and responses.  If such control were 
required, this could best be implemented through the Gui by disabling the sending controls 
until a response is received.   An alternative would be an interface that supported multiple 
outstanding requests, but this would require a more complicated design that is beyond the 
scope of the present project.  This also requires a more complicated coordination model 
between the interface and the agent(s) for managing requests. 
 
The link between the ServerGUIAgent and the Server Agent is hardwired and the Server 
Agent is assumed to be running locally. 
 
 
Figure 5. Using the interactive GUI of the ServerGuiAgent to enter requests 
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Figure 6.  Results are displayed in a window in the GUI. 
 
4.4.2 The Command Line agent 
A second Agent Class, ServerRequesterAgent, has been provided to interact with the user 
through the command line.  On setup() this agent first establishes which Server the user 
would like to use, with a choice of either the UKOLN Server, or a local one. 
4.4.3 Behaviours 
The Agent then instantiates a main sequential behaviour (HandleRequestsBehaviour) which 
prompts for and reads input from the terminal.  The onStart() method of the main behaviour  
interacts with the user to define what kind of transaction the user is performing (browse or 
search) and its parameters: scope, search term or resource URI: 
 
ENTER the local name of the Server agent or press enter to use the 
UKOLN Server--> 
ENTER s for search or b for browse --> 
s 
Class to Search ---> element 
Enter a SearchTerm ---> audience 
 
A suitable message is then built and a Sender Behaviour is scheduled (as a sub behaviour) to 
send the message to the Server Agent.  The next subBehaviour added then handles the 
response from the Server Agent and displays the result to the user. 
The onEnd() method then checks if the user would like to carry out another transaction.  If the 
user stops, the agent is terminated; if the user wishes to continue, all the behaviours are 
reset.  
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5 Conclusions 
We have successfully deployed an ontology server onto the Agentcities.NET network, where it is 
available for either browsing over the Web or querying by agents.  It should be noted that the server 
accepts metadata vocabularies encoded in RDF Schema.  Further, the vocabularies need to adhere to 
the model described in the Appendix.  The work presented has advanced the work begun in previous 
projects to investigate an approach based on automated querying and processing of simple ontologies 
by software agents rather than through human interaction. 
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Appendix: The MEG Registry Data Model 
 
 
 
Agency: An organisation or individual responsible for managing one or more Element Sets, 
Application Profiles or Encoding Schemes 
 
Relationships 
m 
m 
m 
1 
m 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
m 
Element 
Set 
Agency 
Element  Encoding 
Scheme 
Value 
Element 
Usage 
App 
Profile 
m 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 
856 
 
Element Set Æ is-Managed-By (m-1) Æ Agency  
Encoding Scheme Æ is-Managed-By (m-1) Æ Agency  
Application Profile Æ is-Managed-By (m-1) Æ Agency  
 
Agency Properties 857 
858 
859 
860 
861 
862 
863 
 
Identifier (URI)  
Name The name or title of the Agency 
Home Page URL A source of further info about the Agency 
 
Element Set: A set of metadata Elements that is managed as a coherent unit by an Agency.  
The Elements of an Element Set are “functionally” related, by virtue of having been defined 
for the purpose of usefully describing the characteristics of a resource 
 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 
870 
871 
Relationships 
 
Element Set Æ is-Managed-By (m-1) Æ Agency 
Element Æ is-Element-Of (m-1) Æ Element Set 
 
 
 
 
872 
873 
Element Set Properties 
 
Identifier (URI)  
Title The name or title of the Element Set 
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874 
875 
876 
877 
Version The version of the Element St 
Date created Date this version created 
Status Draft/recommendation etc 
Description Including any notes of scope/purpose 
Classification  
Specification Prose description of/guidelines for use of Element 
Set 
 
Element: A formally defined term that is used to describe a characteristic or attribute of a 
resource 
 
878 
879 
880 
881 
882 
883 
884 
Relationships 
 
Element Æ is-Element-Of (m-1) Æ Element Set  
Element Æ associated-Encoding-Scheme (m-m) Æ Encoding Scheme 
Element Æ refines (m-1) Æ Element 
Element Usage Æ uses (m-1) Æ Element 
 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
890 
891 
892 
893 
Element Properties 
 
Identifier (URI)  
Name A human-readable version of the property name 
Definition A statement that clearly represents the concept and essential 
nature of the Element  
Comment A remark concerning the application/use of the data element 
Data type Indicates the type of data that can be represented in the value of 
the data element 
Obligation Indicates whether the Element is always or sometimes required 
to be present 
Maximum occurrence Indicates any limit to the repeatability of the Element 
 
Encoding Scheme: A set of contextual information or parsing rules that aids in the 
interpretation of the value of a metadata Element. Encoding Schemes include 
• controlled vocabularies, which enumerate a list of values, and; 
• formal notations or parsing rules, which define precisely how a lexical representation of a 
value is to be interpreted 
 
894 
895 
896 
897 
898 
899 
Relationships 
Encoding Scheme Æ is-Managed-By Agency (m-1) Æ Agency 
Element Æ associated-Encoding-Scheme (m-m) Æ Encoding Scheme 
Element Usage Æ associated-Encoding-Scheme (m-m) Æ Encoding Scheme 
Value –type (m-1) Æ Encoding Scheme 
 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
Encoding Scheme Properties 
 
Identifier (URI)  
Name The name or title of the Encoding Scheme 
Version The version of the Encoding Scheme 
Date created Date this version created 
Status Draft/recommendation etc 
Description Including any notes of scope/purpose 
Classification  
Specification Prose description of/guidelines for use of Encoding Scheme 
 
Controlled Vocabulary Value: An individual value or term in a controlled vocabulary 
 
905 
906 
907 
Relationships 
 
Value Æ type (m-1) Æ Encoding Scheme 
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908 
909 
910 
911 
912 
913 
914 
915 
916 
917 
918 
 
Identifier (URI) 
 
 
Value Value 
Label Human-readable form of value 
Description Explanation or definition of value 
 
Application Profile: A set of Element Usages that is managed as a coherent unit by an 
Agency. An Application Profile is optimised for the resource description requirements of a 
particular application or context.  
Like the Elements of an Element Set, the Element Usages within an Application Profile are 
“functionally” related, by virtue of having been defined for the purpose of usefully describing a 
resource.  
Within an Application Profile, the Element Usages may reference Elements from multiple 
Element Sets 
 
919 
920 
921 
922 
923 
Relationships 
 
Application Profile Æ is-Managed-By Agency (m-1) Æ Agency 
Element Usage Æ is-Usage-In (m-1) Æ Application Profile  
 
924 
925 
926 
927 
928 
929 
930 
931 
932 
Application Profile Properties 
 
Identifier (URI)  
Title The name or title of the Application Profile 
Version The version of the Application Profile 
Date created Date this version created 
Status Draft/recommendation etc 
Description Including any notes of scope/purpose 
Classification  
Associated XML Schema  
Specification Prose description of/guidelines for use of Application Profile 
 
Element Usage: A deployment of a (previously defined) metadata Element in the context of a 
particular domain or application. The used Element may be tailored for the context by:  
• a narrowing of its semantic definition; 
• association with specified datatypes or Encoding Schemes;  
• specification of obligation/occurrence constraints 
 
933 
934 
935 
936 
937 
938 
Relationships 
 
Element Usage Æ is-Usage-In (m-1) Æ Application Profile 
Element Usage Æ uses (m-1) Æ Element  
Element Usage Æ associated-Encoding-Scheme (m-m) Æ Encoding Scheme 
 
939 
940 
Element Usage Properties 
 
Identifier (URI)  
Name A human-readable version of the Element name. 
Definition A statement that clearly represents the concept and essential 
nature of the Element 
Comment A remark concerning the application/use of the Element. 
Data type Indicates the type of data that can be represented in the value of 
the Element 
Obligation Indicates whether the Element is always or sometimes required to 
be present 
Maximum occurrence Indicates any limit to the repeatability of the Element 
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942 
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